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Why You Need a 

Culture of Thought Leadership 

(and How to Build One)
Without a culture of thought leadership, B2B firms that go on crash courses to be 

widely seen as experts will hit a wall: cutting the programs when times get tough. 

This report explains how thought leadership professionals can ignite a culture of 

enduring thought leadership – one that prizes groundbreaking ideas and superior 

expertise, and protects thought leadership investments in good times and bad.



Operating in an increasingly

complex world, customers 

increasingly expect thought 

leadership from current and 

prospective business partners 

to help them plan and execute 

their strategy amid increasing 

business complexity and 

economic uncertainty. 
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Many business-to-business (B2B) firms are having a torrid love affair with thought 
leadership. Their editorial teams publish oodles of white papers, blogs, information 
graphics, thought-provoking videos, podcasts, and an occasional book, which win 
awards and customer accolades. But when the economy worsens, senior management 
challenges them to justify the time, money, and effort expended. Very quickly,  
top management’s attachment to thought leadership wilts under the hot lights of 
scrutiny – especially when they see how much they’re investing. 

We have heard this time and again, lately. As thought 
leadership professionals vent to us about cutbacks 
(threatened or enacted), we’ve come to understand this: 
Their companies lack a culture of thought leadership. 
No matter how much their top management desires 
to be viewed as a leading expert, their commitment to 
that quest is skin deep. They don’t possess the values, 
behaviors, and beliefs an organization must have to 
compete on the basis of having superior expertise.

On reflection, these firms treat thought leadership as 
an urgent-at-the-moment business obligation, not as an 
enduring strategy for differentiation. As such, they curtail 
the investments in primary research, marketing, sales, 
and service innovation necessary to develop distinctive 
expertise. They like the idea of being seen as the thought 
partner of choice. But they don’t realize what that would 
require. 

Most business leaders seek to build a culture of 
innovation, operational excellence, and/or customer 
centricity, among other business mandates. But what 
does it mean to have a culture of thought leadership? 
From our experience, the biggest cultural value is a huge 
appetite for developing, delivering, and marketing game-
changing ideas that solve highly complex, high-stakes 
client problems. That appetite is at the center of a culture 
of thought leadership.

Three companies we spoke to with such a culture – 
strategy consulting firm McKinsey, innovation 
consultancy Innosight, and leadership development firm 
FranklinCovey – have found these values to be highly 
inspirational and contagious. They inspire most, if not 
all, of their employees to become thought leadership 
evangelists. They often talk about their thought 
leadership culture, in chapter and verse, with clients, 
partners, and influencers. 

From a thought leadership perspective, cultural 
fermentation begins with an appreciation of what 
your company wants to be known for by clients and 
prospective customers. Once in place, your thought 
leadership culture will continually drive the development, 
delivery, and marketing of innovative services and 
products. Doing so will ensure that your firm’s problem-
solving abilities and solutions remain superior to those of 
your competitors. 

These are values around which company experts – 
indeed every employee – can rally.

This report explains how the desire to be seen as a 
thought leader has spread far beyond the consulting 
industry to seemingly every B2B sector. Our rationale: 
Operating in an increasingly complex world, customers 
increasingly expect thought leadership from current 
and prospective business partners to help them plan 
and execute their strategy amid increasing business 
complexity and economic uncertainty. 

In this report, we explain what it means to have a culture 
of thought leadership, and the core values, beliefs, and 
behaviors that embody it. We also argue that such a 
culture must be driven from the outside-in – i.e., by what 
a company’s thought leadership must produce for its 
customers. Finally, while top management must embody 
these values, beliefs, and behaviors, we contend that it 
is within the power of marketers, researchers, editorial, 
service innovation, and other thought leadership 
professionals to plant the seeds of a thought leadership 
culture. We suggest ways to do this at the end of the 
report.
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Thought Leadership’s Expanded Terrain

Businesses today demand greater expertise from their 
suppliers. As a result, many B2B firms increasingly 
believe they need to be seen as experts – i.e., as 
thought leaders. The movement started decades 
ago with management consultants (e.g., McKinsey, 
Boston Consulting Group, Bain, Booz Allen, etc.), who 
saw thought leadership as the best way to influence 
clients and prospects alike. Long-form articles, primary 
research reports, and books on arcane topics such as 
business process reengineering, disruptive innovation, 
emotional intelligence, customer loyalty management, 
and SWOT (strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and 
threats) were considered leadership staples. 

This playbook was soon parroted by IT services 
companies, some with management consulting roots 
(e.g., Accenture, Capgemini, CSC, etc.), to make 
themselves more attractive to businesspeople who 
increasingly signed off on large deals. Eventually, the 
thought leadership love affair spread far and wide to 
purveyors of hardware and software products (Amazon 
Web Services, Google, IBM, Salesforce.com, etc.), high 
finance (Andreessen Horowitz, Kleiner Perkins, etc.), 
accounting, law, architecture, and other sectors where 
expertise can be a big differentiator in markets with 
similar product and service offerings. 

What are these newcomers thinking? Traditional 
sources of competitiveness (brand recognition, 
access to financial capital, operational excellence with 

technology, distribution/supply chain power, etc.) are 
no longer guaranteed springboards to success. For 
instance, the mainstreaming of software as a service, 
while reducing costs (by shifting CapEx to OpEx) and 
improving operational agility for customers (i.e., the 
ability to take advantage of new software capabilities 
and bug fixes on-demand), has evened the playing field 
across industries through technological homogeneity. 
That is, every company has the same out-of-the-box 
capabilities from such software – unless they want 
to spend serious dollars and effort to customize base 
offerings and squeeze out competitive advantage. As a 
result, software as a service purveyors came to realize 
that they needed thought leadership – and lots of it – to 
convey their evolving expertise clearly and definitively 
for solving existing and future business challenges. 
For them, and as is the case universally, first-mover 
advantage is not merely about innovative products 
or services, but the imaginative ideas that underlie 
innovation. 

Moreover, accelerating technology cycles and ever-
changing customer dynamics are causing rapid 
obsolescence of strategies, products, and services, as 
well as business processes and management methods. 
Thought leadership, when done well, can provide 
a longer-lasting advantage: building and extending 
superior expertise. From that expertise can come 
superior services and products. 

But to do that, companies must view thought leadership 
not as a repackaging of old ideas, but rather as the pursuit 
of novel, painstakingly researched, and empirically 
backed breakthrough methods. These concepts offer 
problem-solving remedies that are practical, proven, and 
proprietary. Moreover, innovative thoughts and deeds 
don’t always result in a culture of thought leadership. 
Innovative thoughts are often single, sometimes isolated 
insights; a culture of thought leadership is a continuous 
stream of innovative ideas: a pattern not an event, an 
embedded process not a single person, an enduring 
system not a haphazard solution. 

Since many B2B firms now regard thought leadership 
as a strategy for competitive separation, the thought 
leadership profession is expanding exponentially. 
For instance, a recent search on LinkedIn returned 
approximately 250,000 people with thought leadership 

Companies that are highly effective  
at thought leadership were  

far more likely to have a strong thought 
leadership culture  

(71%) 
than companies that are ineffective at 

thought leadership  

(43%)

https://www.linkedin.com/search/results/people/?keywords=thought%20leadership&origin=CLUSTER_EXPANSION&position=1&searchId=eec96d8d-5b38-486f-b0ba-ce43ddab8e20&sid=PXK
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in their job titles or responsibilities, up significantly over 
the last few years. 

And many B2B companies are making big investments. 
A soon-to-be-published study by Buday Thought 
Leadership Partners, Rattleback, and Phronesis 
Partners found that B2B firms, on average, spend 5.9% 
of revenue on thought leadership (including research, 
publications, marketing, and personnel costs).1 And 
among management consulting firms surveyed, thought 
leadership budgets have increased by 6.5 times since 
2016, according to our research. 

Without a deep and wide thought leadership culture that 
is driven from the outside-in, your firm will be swimming 
upstream in search of eminence. And it will be a difficult 
swim, one that will be simultaneously elusive and 
illusive – especially to those who are hoping to win in the 
marketplace of ideas.

Subpar Culture Undermines Thought 
Leadership Excellence

Before extolling the virtues of a culture of thought 
leadership, it helps to first understand what happens 
without one. The absence of a thought leadership culture 
doesn’t necessarily mean an organization doesn’t value 
novel solutions to complex problems. Senior leadership 
may not prioritize it or understand what a strong 
culture of thought leadership enables and/or entails. 
However, it may mean the company lacks the institutional 
wherewithal needed to support and sustain proprietary 
thinking that expresses an organization’s collective 
knowledge and problem-solving expertise. Rigorous 
research methods backed by case examples underpin a 
strong thought leadership culture. Fanatical devotion to 
research is essential to illuminating the way forward for 
creating breakthrough services and solutions to complex 
market problems. 

Organizations that want to conduct pertinent research 
need to focus more on the observability of relevant 
phenomena rather than the methodologies used to 
collect more and better data that yield clever visuals. 
By ignoring observability, these organizations often 
end up focusing on surface-level symptoms, not the 
underlying challenges that inspire thought leaders to 
find unique solutions. Their research, sadly, reveals quick 

1  A report preview will be available in November 2022 on www.

thoughtleadershipseminar.com. 

fixes to a broad array of superficial problems, which 
reflects a reactionary and immature thought leadership 
culture. Without observation and the understanding of 
underlying challenges, the resulting thought leadership 
ends up as repackaged ideas and words, and short-lived 
remedies.

We have seen firms swing for the fences – producing 
books, studies, and company-sponsored quick-hit 
programs that overpromise and under-deliver. What 
tests their cultural moorings (if they have any)? Let us 
count the ways:

• They conduct research that doesn’t stand up to 
scrutiny because it lacks depth and meaningful 
(and plentiful) case examples. The analysis is hast-
ily conducted and skin deep. It doesn’t identify the 
most important differences between what the best 
and the worst companies did to solve the issue at 
hand. Even worse, these initiatives often aren’t built 
on an existing knowledge base or demonstrated ex-
pertise. Sometimes, they are positioned as “new and 
exciting” PoVs when they are merely warmed-over, 
repackaged ideas. 

• They suffer from insular thinking. This usually 
originates from a small research team (it could be 
only one person!) that closets itself and rejects 
expertise (old and new) from others in and outside 
the firm – people whose insights and expertise 
could have made the ideas far more compelling. This 
approach suggests the firm doesn’t believe there 
is much to be learned from others. This happens at 
firms whose cultures don’t reward collaboration, 

Without a deep and wide  
thought leadership culture that is driven 

from the outside-in,  
your firm will be swimming upstream in 

search of eminence. 

https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/how-observation-keeps-human-capability-research-relevant-dave-ulrich/
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/how-observation-keeps-human-capability-research-relevant-dave-ulrich/
http://www.thoughtleadershipseminar.com
http://www.thoughtleadershipseminar.com
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regardless of whether it is with individuals within or 
outside of the firm.

• They carpet bomb the marketplace when preci-
sion targeting is called for. The “bigger is better, 
and even bigger is even better” mantra takes hold 
where companies think the more content they 
produce, the more likely they are to interest their 
targets – even if the content is mediocre at best! 
Firms that lack a strong thought leadership culture 
often believe that great marketing can overcome 
content deficiencies. This is rarely the case. 

• They outsource thought leadership to a well-
known outsider (e.g., a business professor or 
thought leader from a third-party firm – aka, a 
research house or boutique consultancy). This 
approach is often viewed as a quick way to reignite 
thought leadership buzz. Put another way, this ap-

proach is the major sports equivalent of signing an 
expensive free agent. He or she may not be a good 
fit with the rest of the team. It’s what Boris Groys-
berg and colleagues at Harvard Business School call 
“the risky business of hiring stars.” Because these 
firms lack a strong culture of thought leadership, 
they underestimate the value of having demonstrat-
ed and proprietary expertise. They have no problem 
letting another company (Gartner, Forrester, EIU, 
etc.) convey its PoV (hopefully) in their research 
reports.

Like any new identity that a company seeks to portray 
(e.g., innovation, customer centricity, quality obsession, 
etc.), those that want to compete on thought leadership 
will fall short if it’s not rooted in their culture.

The Essence of Thought Leadership Culture

To create such a culture, leaders must see thought 
leadership as a key component of strategy and 
marketplace identity. B2B companies that are best 
at competing on thought leadership (in both creating 
demand for their offerings and scaling up their supply) 
bring culture to the foreground. For them, thought 
leadership is the strategy. As noted above, they turn 
thought leadership from a one-time event (e.g., a 
blockbuster book or well-regarded study) into a pattern 
of successes (e.g., a series of books and break-through 
studies) that reaffirm their identity as the leading expert 
in their domain. 

Moreover, companies with a winning thought leadership 
culture establish their cultural values from the “outside-
in.” By this we mean they determine what values, 
beliefs, and behaviors they must have in order to be 

known for and deliver superior products and services 
to customers. This is in stark contrast to a culture that 
is shaped from the inside-out: the values, beliefs, and 
behaviors determined by company founders and/or 
leaders who don’t put customers on a pedestal. This 
outside-in approach represents an evolution in the way 
organizational theorists define culture.

Firms with an inside-out culture fall victim to the belief 
their offerings are already best in class. They feel there’s 
little to be learned externally about how to improve their 
standing. They, thus, don’t try to deeply and continually 
understand customer needs, wants, and desires. As 
Stephen M.R. Covey wrote in his Speed of Trust: “We 
judge ourselves by our intent, others judge us by our 
behavior.” 

Leaders must see thought leadership as a key 
component of strategy and marketplace identity. 

https://hbr.org/2004/05/the-risky-business-of-hiring-stars
https://www.speedoftrust.com/
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In addition, companies with a culture of thought 
leadership make the pursuit of superior expertise an 
organization-wide capability, rather than the hobby of a 
select few individuals. Companies like McKinsey, Franklin 
Covey, and Innosight have made thought leadership much 
more than a few people’s jobs (transcending the CEO, 
chief strategy, chief sales, or chief marketing officer); 

they have made it an organization-wide commitment. 
Co-author Dave Ulrich’s research has found that 
when a company’s culture drives an organization-wide 
capability – thought leadership or otherwise – it has at 
least four times the business impact than if an individual 
or two is highly competent at that capability. 

Figure 1

Source: David Ulrich

Right culture: Identity, brand, and reputation 
with outside-in focus.

Patterns/norms: How things are done around here–
implicit rules and ways of working.

Systems/climate: How work systems (information, decision,
diversity, accountability, people) impact employees.

Values/behaviors: What matters, often core personal and organizational 
values that affect employees and leader behaviors. 
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The organization-wide pursuit of superior expertise

When a company’s culture drives an organization-

wide capability – thought leadership or otherwise – 

it has at least four times the business impact than if an 

individual or two is highly competent at that capability.

https://www.amazon.com/Victory-Through-Organization-Failing-Company/dp/1259837645
https://www.amazon.com/Victory-Through-Organization-Failing-Company/dp/1259837645
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Think, Act Like Leaders 

Buday TLP/ Rattleback/Phronesis Partners research 
reveals companies that are highly effective at thought 
leadership (“thought leadership leaders”) were far more 
likely to have a strong thought leadership culture (71%) 
than companies that are ineffective at thought leadership 
(43%) (“thought leadership laggards”). The leaders also 
were far more likely to view their culture as vital to their 
thought leadership success. Out of eight success factors, 
culture ranked third in distinguishing “leaders” from 
“laggards.”

Companies with a culture of thought leadership have a 
deep desire to demonstrate their superior insights and 
expertise to customers. But getting superior value from 
your firm’s expertise isn’t easy. It requires the continuous 
development of new organizational capabilities (which 
take precedence over individual competencies) to solve 
longstanding and ever-evolving customer problems. 

Success at thought leadership requires rigorous 
investigations about the customer problems both today 
and tomorrow that a company has decided to “own” – i.e., 
to become the leader in solving. That, in turn, requires 
a cross-disciplinary team to take a 360-degree view of 
customer challenges and superior ways to solve them.  

When a company determines its thought leadership 
values and beliefs from the outside-in, they illuminate 
what it must do (i.e., behaviors) to help customers 
succeed in their marketplace. This outside-in logic should 
also explore the social, technological, economic, political, 
and demographic trends that are likely to shape future 
customer success.

Companies that define their cultures from the inside-out 
don’t see things through their customers’ eyes. When 
they try to be seen as thought leaders, their insularity 
kneecaps them.

Figure 2

Response base: 163 thought leadership producers

Source: Buday Thought Leadership Partners, Rattleback, and Phronesis Partners
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Therefore, companies that wish to compete on thought 
leadership must create a culture of thought leadership 
starting from outside-in. That is, they must establish 
values, beliefs, and behaviors that are crucial to 
continually delivering superior expertise to customers. 

In this context, one crucial cultural value could be to 
not fall in love with outdated IP: that is, the ability to 
reject expertise that has served the company well but 
is rapidly becoming obsolete. Another could be “idea 
meritocracy” – the notion that better ways of solving 
customer problems could come from anywhere in 
their organization, not just from company and practice 
leaders. 

Culture matters to organizational success, but the 
right culture matters most. Generic values such 
as integrity, honesty, innovation, and service are 
important. Companies with a strong culture of thought 

leadership derive their behaviors from values defined 
by their customers. They bluntly ask customers: “What 
behaviors would you expect from us as manifested by 
our products and services, as well as your partnership 
with us?”

This is the culture that powers a small but influential 
number of the most successful management consulting 
firms (McKinsey (see sidebar), Bain, Boston Consulting 
Group, etc.) and the enduring clout of industry research 
firms (i.e., Gartner, Forrester in IT; tech firms such as 
SAP and Salesforce.com in cloud delivery of software 
as a service). Thought leadership is part of their 
market identity. They inculcate it into their employees’ 
core beliefs and values through their practices. It’s a 
discernible pattern that, if habitually followed, informs 
their cultures and is integral to their brands and 
overarching strategies (see Figure 3).

Figure 3

Source: David Ulrich
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Mount McKinsey

Since its founding in 1926 by James O. McKinsey,2 

a University of Chicago professor and expert on 

management accounting, McKinsey & Co. has been 

laser focused on providing independent advice and big 

ideas to organizations across industries and across the 

globe. The firm’s success is built on a commitment to 

delivering positive, enduring change. In turn, its values 

include a devotion to rigorous research, learning and 

talent development, and knowledge sharing. 

From this foundation, the company has created a 

thought leadership juggernaut, publishing a wide 

array of broad-based and targeted reports, articles, 

newsletters, videos, and data visualizations. McKinsey’s 

content covers a broad range of topics – from 

organizational culture and structure, through strategic 

gambits that use the latest and greatest technologies, 

and business strategies for competitive advantage. It 

doesn’t hurt that McKinsey employs a large editorial 

team – from writers, editors, and designers, through 

data visualization experts and analytics experts who 

deftly sift through reader activity and behaviors to 

extend content reach and enhance engagement.

Lucia Rahilly, Global Editorial Director and Deputy 

Publisher at McKinsey, believes the consultancy has an 

inherent advantage given its tradition of cultivating an 

almost uniquely broad and deep knowledge pipeline. 

“It’s a legacy that has been fundamental to the way 

we go to market,” she explains. “There’s a direct line 

between content and differentiated ideas and the way 

in which our consultants interact with clients to solve 

the world’s most pressing problems.”

In other words, the firm’s advisory-led strategy pivots 

on how thought leadership connects to client work – 

2  https://www.mckinsey.com/about-us/overview/history-of-our-

firm 

and specifically, to helping leaders keep pace with an 

increasingly fast-changing external environment. “[For 

McKinsey,] that connection is table stakes,” Rahilly 

notes. 

McKinsey’s success hinges on developing a deep and 

nuanced understanding of the business issues clients 

face and anticipate over the short-, medium-, and 

long-term. To do this effectively, McKinsey invests 

continually in research (across industries, functional 

areas, and geographies) to inform how the firm’s 

consultants engage clients on key business challenges, 

Rahilly says. In addition to top-down research 

initiatives, individual McKinsey practices have a process 

that governs how and where they allocate resources to 

knowledge development. “McKinsey makes a constant 

investment in knowledge and, as a consequence, the 

development of ideas and analysis that, in an iterative 

way, continue to evolve as the business environment 

changes,” she explains.

Recognition also helps – namely, incentives for 

consultants who accumulate bylines. “Publishing is 

part of the assessment process as consultants advance 

from Associate Partner to Partner and from Partner 

McKinsey makes a constant 
investment in knowledge and, as a 
consequence, the development of 

ideas and analysis that, in an iterative 
way, continue to evolve as the 

business environment changes.

https://www.mckinsey.com/about-us/overview/history-of-our-firm
https://www.mckinsey.com/about-us/overview/history-of-our-firm
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to Senior Partner,” Rahilly notes. And of course, the 

link between publishing and client development is 

critical. “We survey authors after several months to 

see whether their publication led to conversions or 

engagements,” Rahilly says. “The client development 

cycle takes time. Social media response can also offer 

more immediate positive reinforcement, although it’s 

not always a proof point,” she concedes.

Given today’s dynamic business climate, thought 

leadership can offer partners a critical avenue to 

accelerate their client relationship- and brand-building 

activities. As Rahilly points out, “We see a very 

high percentage of our content leading to speaking 

engagements, workshops, client discussions … and 

offering our colleagues a vital opportunity to bolster 

and burnish their professional brands.”

While there’s never a dearth of good ideas at McKinsey, 

bandwidth can sometimes present a challenge, 

particularly among senior leaders engaged on the 

timeliest topics – responses to the war in Ukraine, for 

example, or scenarios for contending with economic 

volatility. Given the near constant disruption of the past 

two and a half years, clients have a continual need for 

partner-level support. That’s where McKinsey’s Global 

Publishing team can help. Rahilly’s team collaborates 

with partner-authors to help frame ideas, think through 

potential editorial formats, and enable support for 

writing, editing, and production and design. “We do 

commission more content and initiate more than we’ve 

done in the past, and in a broader range of ways,” Rahilly 

notes. 

Thought leadership culture needs to evolve as client 

requirements shift and dictate. In this spirit, the firm 

is pushing the envelope with new digital and mobile-

friendly formats to keep ideation flowing. In years past, 

thought leadership was synonymous with long-form 

content – and consultant authors typically wanted 

2500-to-3000-word articles across the board, Rahilly 

recalls. “Suggestions for shorter-form alternatives were 

often met with ‘Sure, but let’s do that after you give me 

my article.’” In recent years, and particularly in the wake 

of the pandemic, consultants have begun to recognize 

the power of writing for audiences who read as often 

on mobile as they do on desktop – and they’ve begun to 

ask proactively for their content to appear in innovative, 

digital-first ways. 

That extensible, audience-backed thought leadership 

culture is an integral part of what has kept the firm atop 

the management advisory space. “It’s real evidence of 

McKinsey’s outside-in orientation – of the fact that we 

always put our clients’ priorities and preferences first,” 

Rahilly concludes.

Given today’s dynamic business 
climate, thought leadership can 

offer partners a critical avenue to 
accelerate their client relationship- 

and brand-building activities.

Consultants have begun to recognize 
the power of writing for audiences 

who read as often on mobile as they 
do on desktop.
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A Thought Leadership Culture Built on Enduring Values

At FranklinCovey (FC), the 800-pound gorilla of the 

leadership and organizational/individual effectiveness 

space, thought leadership culture ripples throughout its 

collective veins. 

Celebrating its 40th anniversary in 2023, FC was 

originally founded on ideas and principles drawn from 

studies of thinkers and researchers in the area of 

human effectiveness. Today, the $224 million company 

offers solutions globally to business, government, and 

educational clients that help them “achieve results that 

require collective behavior change.” Its solutions focus 

on four areas critical to organizational performance: 

leadership, individual effectiveness, creating high-trust 

and inclusive cultures, and establishing frameworks 

that help organizations achieve their most important 

strategic goals. To that end, it publishes a steady stream 

of high-quality thought leadership content – short-form 

blogs and podcasts, and research reports – as well as 

iconic books such as The 7 Habits of Highly Effective 

People, which was derived from Stephen R. Covey’s 

extensive study of leadership ethics.

In fact, emblazoned on FC’s website is the role rich 

content plays (along with people and technology) in 

helping its clients address the “challenges that matter 

most.” The firm’s website proclaims, “Based on decades 

of research and development, our powerful content 

helps [clients] learn more effective ways of working, 

leading, and collaborating” through transformative 

learning experiences that deliver “breakthrough results 

again and again.”

Adam Merrill, EVP Marketing & Customer Intelligence, 

says FranklinCovey’s work is inspired and powered by 

time-tested frameworks and ideas that “make people 

better, both personally and professionally.” As such, the 

multinational firm’s thought leadership culture touches 

everything it does, from developing new courseware 

and learning platforms, through the way its consultants 

(who are teachers at heart) communicate and convey 

learnings that transform how corporations/individuals 

learn and lead. The result: a thought leadership culture 

informed and influenced by external constituencies. 

“If you approach culture only from the inside-out, it 

can kind of be self-absorbed,” Merrill notes, pointing 

out how an “all-about-us” view of thought leadership 

can undermine customer centricity. “We believe in 

proven principles of effectiveness that help our clients 

succeed and strive to model (internally) what we teach 

(externally),” he adds. 

One way FC preserves its outside-in thought leadership 

culture is by continuously assessing the impact of its 

content on client behavior change – and whether it 

helps the buyer succeed in what he or she is trying to 

achieve. Merrill interviews many clients – from Fortune 

100 companies like PepsiCo Foods, to an up-and-

coming IT staffing consultancy such as Vibe Group – to 

understand why they hire FranklinCovey. What he 

often hears is that clients value how the firm’s content is 

“principle-based and research-backed.” To Merrill, that 

means FC has credibility in delivering on its business 

“If you approach culture only from the 
inside-out, it can kind of be  

self-absorbed,” Merrill notes, pointing 
out how an “all-about-us” view of 

thought leadership can undermine 
customer centricity. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_7_Habits_of_Highly_Effective_People
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_7_Habits_of_Highly_Effective_People
https://www.franklincovey.com/
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objectives to help clients to achieve their goals. “When 

I talk to clients, non-clients, or anybody, they’ll say, 

‘Oh, you’re from FranklinCovey. I bet you’re really 

an effective organization,’” Merrill recounts. “So [the 

fact] that we hold that standard out there … is great. It 

challenges us to always do better.”

And while acquisitions have factored into the firm’s 

growth strategy, FC doesn’t purchase market share and 

revenue streams without understanding the would-be 

acquired firm’s thought leadership potential. Before 

an acquisition is finalized, FranklinCovey execs assess 

the intent of the people from a potential acquisition 

and how the additional thought leadership they bring 

will help FC clients be more effective. “We’ve found 

incredibly talented people, bringing all different skills 

and capabilities,” Merrill notes. “Fundamentally, they 

have alignment [with] the kinds of things that we’re 

trying to do, because they’re trying to do similar things.” 

And while long-form content has been the firm’s North 

Star, short-form content such as blogs and podcasts 

that can be quickly shared via social media offer more 

immediate ways of consistently reaching many more 

targets in exceptionally interactive and more dynamic 

ways through an outside-in lens. But while the company 

has a strong focus on getting its message out, it realizes 

that the rush to influence, if not handled responsibly, 

can impact thought leadership culture. Above all, the 

message needs to be an authentic expression of what 

the company is and stands for.

“Authenticity in leaders and in culture really matters,” 

Merrill maintains. “Because if you really believe it, and 

you’re really trying to create things that convey thought 

leadership, and you’re trying to live up to it, then there’s 

integrity in the culture – [but only] if all the pieces work 

together.

“If it’s just spin … or something else, then everybody 

knows it, and that’s a problem. And gratefully, that’s 

not a big issue in our culture,” he notes, adding that its 

authenticity in its thought leadership and overall culture 

enhances the firm’s credibility with clients. “Based on 

their experience, they feel that we are a partner they 

can trust to help them successfully tackle their most 

critical challenges and opportunities,” Merrill concludes.

And while long-form content has 
been the firm’s North Star, short-form 

content such as blogs and podcasts 
that can be quickly shared via social 
media offer more immediate ways 

of consistently reaching many more 
targets.
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Where Academic Rigor Meets Business Practicality 

Innosight, a growth strategy consultancy founded by 

acclaimed academic, management consultant, and big 

idea generator/author Clay Christensen, was built on 

the premise that thought leadership done right – on 

a foundation of deep and rigorous research and with 

client needs top-of-mind – would be a critical element 

in sustaining its business success. 

And so far, the Huron Consulting business unit has 

made good on that strategy. “What inspires you, 

becomes you,” notes Mark Johnson, an Innosight 

co-founder, senior partner, and co-author of the book 

Lead from the Future.

Innosight’s journey began with brilliant alchemy: one 

dose academic thinking, and two doses of business 

pragmatism. “There is one thing that sustains culture 

in thought leadership, and it leads back to a statement 

Clay made a long time ago,” Johnson recalls. “We 

believe in the theory of theory building.” 

Innosight contends that business theory (which 

begins with the observation of business challenges or 

phenomena) is eminently practical, Johnson explains. 

Good business theory, he continues, commands 

consulting organizations to embrace causal reasoning 

to craft theories and then solutions that unlock 

repeatable ways of resolving predicaments that 

business leaders typically encounter. “This is a path 

tied to developing strong thought leadership.”

Getting there has driven Innosight’s leadership to 

double-down on its cultural strengths – constant 

curiosity, a yearning to develop creative ideas and 

differentiated solutions, and a commitment to 

capturing them in the form of thought leadership to 

share with clients and others. These attributes – as 

well as the desire to look “future-back” and outside-in 

for client inspiration – have propelled the firm forward. 

These strengths are what in turn help to distinguish 

Innosight in the marketplace: a blend of right-brain 

and left-brain approaches to problem solving, a 

collaborative approach to working with clients, and 

theoretical lenses that help business leaders think and 

act differently, which builds capability. 

Moreover, these cultural antecedents fuel the firm’s 

lofty thought leadership ambition. “Our default position 

on thought leadership is, ‘Does this meet the HBR 

standard.’” Johnson explains, pointing out that beyond 

Harvard Business Review the firm sets its publishing 

sights on other prestigious publications such as the MIT 

Sloan Management Review and UC Berkeley’s California 

Management Review. In addition to these outlets, the 

firm also produces a robust portfolio of self-published 

and branded content and perspectives. 

Innosight’s Chief Marketing Officer Cathy Olofson 

says the firm maintains and extends its thought 

leadership culture in the following ways: 

1) Model behavior enshrining aspiration and 

hyper-critical operating values (i.e., business 

impact, intellectual curiosity) as a foundation 

that guides how associates collaborate and serve 

clients.

Innosight contends that business 
theory (which begins with  

the observation of  
business challenges or phenomena)  

is eminently practical.

https://www.innosight.com/insight/lead-from-the-future/
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/how-observation-keeps-human-capability-research-relevant-dave-ulrich/
https://www.innosight.com/insight/a-future-back-approach-to-creating-your-growth-strategy/
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/how-observation-keeps-human-capability-research-relevant-dave-ulrich/
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2) Reduce barriers and empower employees to cre-

ate and utilize a solid base of theoretical frame-

works (which started with Clay and Mark as well 

as senior partner Scott Anthony), to inform how 

it approaches and writes about vertical indus-

tries, building on top of existing theories. 

3) Reward and create incentives (financial and 

otherwise) for partners to contribute intellectual 

property (IP) that fuels thought leadership. “We 

encourage but do not mandate this,” Olofson 

notes.

4) Create solid mentorship programs with senior 

partners or pair junior consultants with other 

consultants to jointly develop content with 

shared bylines. 

5) Celebrate success, such as the publication of 

books and key articles, which encourages people 

to evangelize great IP. “Pre-COVID, we would 

have parties when books were published. We 

had a tradition of celebrating with a book cake,” 

Olofson recounts.

With these elements in place, a thought leadership 

culture can not only be sustained but can withstand 

leadership and ownership changes and other 

unforeseen business turns (such as the far-too-early 

demise of Clay). However, success is not guaranteed. 

Leaders must be open minded, operate with humility, 

and be willing to learn from clients. “This is the other 

side of innovation,” Johnson maintains. 

Co-creating thought leadership content is one way 

in which Innosight continuously learns from clients 

and collaboratively solves their challenges. “This is 

embedded in how we do service delivery and work 

with clients, and how we develop thought leadership,” 

Olofson says. “We publish a lot of co-bylines.” 

Co-creation blended with outside-in helps Innosight 

to recast its academic origins, which to some can 

be seen as being at odds with business practicality. 

“Clay identified a way of understanding ‘disruptive 

innovation’ that no one had ever articulated,” Olofson 

notes. “His stuff had a practical bent and addressed real 

pressing challenges.” Practicality remains an Innosight 

hallmark. As does an outside-in perspective and 

future-back approach to helping clients solve pressing 

problems and unstick growth. 

To convert theory to practical reality, Innosight 

remains curious to new ideas that solve clients’ 

existing problems and anticipate oncoming challenges. 

This means never succumbing to insular thinking as 

can be the case in engineering and manufacturing 

organizations. “They are enamored of their product 

design and technology,” Johnson notes, “but sometimes 

they miss how [their solutions] satisfy the customer’s 

emotional and functional needs.”

The key to keeping thought leadership culture aligned 

with business strategy is to ensure that it empowers 

meritocracy and doesn’t reinforce rigid hierarchies. 

Johnson recalls leadership guru, academic and author 

Morgan McCall’s study of Bell Labs’ star performers. 

All were super smart, but what set apart the most 

effective were those who took initiative and reached 

out to others when they had a problem, Johnson 

explains. “They didn’t try to solve all issues with their 

[raw] intelligence,” but by engaging colleagues and 

clients they collaboratively developed meaningful 

problem-solving ideas, he concluded. 

That’s some key unsolicited advice from Johnson to 

other organizations looking to create and galvanize a 

culture of thought leadership.

https://hbr.org/2015/12/what-is-disruptive-innovation
https://hbr.org/2015/12/what-is-disruptive-innovation
https://www.marshall.usc.edu/personnel/morgan-mccall
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How to Create, Sustain a Thought Leadership Culture

Creating a culture of thought leadership outside-in takes 
time and must be intentional. It requires a disciplined 
process, one that starts with a shared commitment to 
creating insights that deliver superior value to customers. 
Thought leadership culture reinforces the notion that the 
development and support of superior ideas is of greater 
importance than the development and support of any 
one individual at the firm (even if he or she has superior 
ideas). There’s no question that individual thought leaders 
matter. But what matters more is collective action, led 
top-down, of creating a culture of thought leadership. 
This enables the organization to transfer its best ideas 

to the next generation of leaders, even after the big-idea 
generators exit. 

This also requires an outside-in view of the future of 
a company’s business context and its stakeholders’ 
interests. To understand the greater business context, 
a B2B firm needs to examine the social, technological, 
economic, political, environmental, and demographic 
(STEPED) trends that shape a country, industry, or firm. 
This external sensing defines the changing context in 
which new insights will be required.

  

Figure 4

Source: Buday Thought Leadership Partners
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Catalyze and reinforce a culture of thought leadership
Values defined from outside the company inform beliefs and actions that form a virtuous cycle that catalyze and 
reinforce a culture of thought leadership. From Alan’s and Bob’s past experiences in the IT services and management 
consulting spaces, respectively, the process typically works like this.
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Research shows that thought leadership matters more 
now than ever.  According to a LinkedIn/Edelman survey 
of 3,600 management-level professionals on thought 
leadership’s business impact,3 65% of buyers said a piece 
of thought-leadership content significantly improved 
their perception of the company that produced it. Still, 
as noted above, it is simple to say your organization is 
a thought leader, but not easy to do.  Winning thought 
leadership programs are more than rhetorical rejoinders 
and single knowledge-sharing events. Leading companies 
create a sustainable culture built on verisimilitude that 
can withstand the attacks, bumps, financial squeezes, 
etc., that threaten (at least cyclically) its very existence. 

If your organization has created strong, resilient, and 
successful thought leadership, that’s wonderful. But 
beware: culture is not set in stone. As noted above, as 
business conditions and imperatives change, your firm’s 
culture must bend but not break. Here’s how to ensure 
your firm’s culture of thought leadership can be sustained 
regardless of the circumstances. (See the vital outside-in 
values, beliefs, and behaviors in Figure 5 on page 19).

• Define core values and benefits from outside-in. 
For all intents and purposes, culture may appear 
to be organic – it emerges, evolves, and (hopefully) 
is sustained. However, it is anything but. Thought 
leadership culture is purposefully intentional. 
It is established as more and more expertise is 
shared and delivered to a marketplace hungry for 
game-changing products and solutions. It is then ce-
mented by the perceptions of customers, prospects, 
and key influencers who bolster the eminence of 
their business partners by attesting to the virtues 
and outsized business advantage provided by their 
products and services publicly, privately (in closed 
groups), or by voting with their pocketbooks (which 
is visible in their fast-track business performance). 

 For starters, you’ll need to do some deep-dive re-
search, if not some major soul searching, in terms of 
how your company, its brand, and leading solutions 
are perceived by the marketplace. Think long and 
hard about whether those perceptions are well 
earned, deserved, or misplaced due to poor and mis-
aligned outbound marketing, messaging, and posi-
tioning. Are these the things your company wants to 

3  https://www.edelman.com/expertise/business-marketing/2021-

b2b-thought-leadership-impact-study?trk=lms-blog-librand&src=bl-

po. 

be known for? If not, your culture is either deficient 
or needs some remedial action. Share your findings 
with current customers and prospects to ensure 
that their perceptions properly reflect where your 
thought leadership culture is today and where your 
organizations will like it to be tomorrow.

 Take FranklinCovey, which methodically assesses 
the impact its thought leadership has on client 
behavior change and their business success. Clients 
value the fact that FC’s thought leadership is creat-
ed in response to their needs and is “principle-based 
and research-backed.” These attributes reflect a 
strong thought leadership culture at work.

• Develop and manage a community of internal 
champions (and account for skeptics). Culture 
typically builds and blossoms from the top-down. 
Understand if/how your senior leaders support/ex-
toll thought leadership culture. Pick a few champi-
ons and skeptics to work with – even if it’s just one 
of each. In some cases, it may be more important 
to involve high-ranking skeptics (even the CEO), so 
they get a personal taste of how the market treats a 
thought leader. Determine if leaders model thought 
leadership by evaluating where they spend time 
(conceptually), the questions they ask, and priori-
ties they establish. If they don’t understand how to 
support a culture of thought leadership, find ways 
to influence their thinking with facts, figures, and 

Culture typically builds 
and blossoms from the 
top-down. Understand 
if/how your senior 
leaders support/extoll 
thought leadership 
culture. Pick a few 
champions and skeptics 
to work with.

https://www.edelman.com/expertise/business-marketing/2021-b2b-thought-leadership-impact-study?trk=lms-blog-librand&src=bl-po
https://www.edelman.com/expertise/business-marketing/2021-b2b-thought-leadership-impact-study?trk=lms-blog-librand&src=bl-po
https://www.edelman.com/expertise/business-marketing/2021-b2b-thought-leadership-impact-study?trk=lms-blog-librand&src=bl-po
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examples of how thought leadership advances your 
business objectives. Include subject matter experts, 
strategy, marketing (both digital and social) and 
sales, as well as divisional leaders below the C-suite, 
who are often a major lynchpin in keeping a thought 
leadership culture intact.  Hearing PoVs across 
these multiple disciplines is critical to ensuring that 
everyone is pulling in the same direction and keep-
ing the thought leadership spirit alive and kicking. 

 In his previous role, Alan would hold occasional sit 
downs with the leaders of key functional areas to 
assess the company’s thought leadership strengths, 
weaknesses, opportunities, and threats – from an 
outside-in PoV. This not only built comradery but 
a sense of shared risks and rewards that reinforce 
thought leadership culture. Alan also held plenty 
of such meetings in his previous lives that not only 
stimulated breakthrough thinking and planning but 
reignited the rigorous research and excellence of 
execution that motivated his team as well as col-
leagues (e.g., SMEs and their marketing teams) to go 
above and beyond on their upcoming thought lead-
ership initiatives. As in farming, thought leadership 
culture needs to be continually hydrated, tended 
to, and cared for to ensure a fruitful bounty come 
harvest time. 

 Thankfully, both Alan and Bob have worked for 
CEOs who truly believed in thought leadership 
and provided unflinching support in the form of 
budget (through thick and thin) and deeds (actively 
exhorting everyone from the C-suite through the 
rank-and-file to get on board the thought lead-
ership train). In Alan’s case, one CEO with whom 
he worked published his own thought leadership 
on firm-differentiating topics and sent hallmark 
reports and articles created by the firm’s SMEs to 
high-value clients that reinforced the company’s 
unique thinking and problem-solving capabilities/
solutions. Believe us, it’s much easier to manage 
and grow a program when the CEO offers stalwart 
support that reinforces and extends its thought 
leadership culture.

• Track impact with clients, prospects, and oth-
er influencers. This is perhaps the most difficult 
challenge since (as with most marketing initiatives) 
there isn’t a fool-proof way of calculating thought 
leadership’s cause and effect on business. The only 
way is through correlation (i.e., we published a 

primary research report; it appeared in X, Y, and  Z 
campaigns and was excerpted on social media; it 
was used by client-facing teams in numerous fash-
ions – face-to-face engagements and e-mail out-
reach – which were captured in our CRM system; 
we achieved some quantity of leads, opportunities, 
and direct conversations on the topic, which we 
wouldn’t have garnered had we not launched this 
thought leadership initiative). Capturing this data 
and sharing it up and down, and across the organi-
zation, is critical to maintaining, even extending, a 
culture of thought leadership. 

 One way to begin this process is to anticipate how 
your clients use research-derived insights to brain-
storm new services and solutions (from how they 
are developed through how they are deployed). 
This can set a baseline for understanding the end-
to-end impact thought leadership has on business, 
particularly if you can draw a line between input 
and output, client outcomes, and how influencers 
perceive the business value of your IP. All three of 
our best practice firms – McKinsey, FranklinCovey, 
and Innosight – have made metrics measurement 
and management core to their thought leadership 
cultures.

• Internally recognize and celebrate impact and 
those who drove it. If you want to create and 
sustain a culture of thought leadership, you’ll need 
to spread the word far and wide to show the good 
things that can happen if the entire company gets 
behind the thought leadership program. This will 

Anticipate how your 
clients use research-
derived insights to 
brainstorm new services 
and solutions (from 
how they are developed 
through how they are 
deployed). 
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THOUGHT LEADERSHIP CULTURE: CORE ELEMENTS

VALUES BELIEFS BEHAVIORS 

Superior expertise rules: The 
primacy of unique and superior 
expertise to solve client problems 
that a firm “owns.”

Expertise dates quickly; need 
to renew and reinvent it by 
learning from best practices in the 
marketplace.

Superior expertise emanates from 
studying other companies (not from 
within). That requires continually 
researching what the best 
companies at solving a problem do 
differently than the rest.

Thought leadership primary best-
practice research as a foundation.

Sharing expertise widely: The 
need to continually educate target 
audiences on the client problems 
the firm owns, and on better ways 
to solve them.

Don’t keep expertise a secret, only 
for paying clients. Great expertise 
that isn’t marketed well remains 
a secret to everyone outside the 
company; it’s a lost opportunity.

Market the firm’s unique and 
superior expertise widely. 

Disdain for “not-invented-here” 
attitudes: Respect and embrace 
open-mindedness for all ideas, 
especially from the outside.

The best ideas aren’t necessarily 
at the top of the company, and 
sometimes aren’t inside the 
company at all.

Thought leadership research should 
be open to people at all levels.

Thought leadership as a service and 
product innovation driver. 

Thought leadership content needs 
to feed marketing and service/
product development.

Creating strong ties between 
thought leadership R&D and 
service/product development and 
innovation.

Scaling new expertise rapidly. Great expertise possessed by 
only a few people in a firm can’t 
generate widespread client impact 
or significant revenue.

Establishment of methodology 
development, internal training 
& development, and recruiting 
programs to deliver new expertise. 

Figure 5

The Seeds of a Successful Thought Leadership Culture
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strengthen core thought leadership values, beliefs, 
and behaviors that most likely just a few or your 
colleagues initially bought into. Only then can your 
firm first establish and extend a culture of thought 
leadership. Encourage sharing from anyone, any-
time, anywhere.

 Leading companies excel at this. McKinsey, for 
instance, rewards its thought leaders with promo-
tions. Innosight (pre-COVID) celebrated the release 
of new books authored by its SMEs with launch 
parties. Such celebrations don’t need to be expen-
sive. But they do need to cut to the heart of the 
emotional attachment employees have to a culture 
of thought leadership. 

 For example, Alan championed a program called the 
“Thought Leadership Hall of Fame” which celebrat-
ed the most effective uses of thought leadership at 
his previous place of employment. His team chal-
lenged SMEs and their marketing teams to docu-
ment the impact of thought leadership along the 
lines outlined above. Business units throughout the 
company rallied to demonstrate the impact of their 
thought leadership programs, which perpetuated 
the company’s thought leadership culture and cre-
ated friendly competition among business units and 
practices. The program reinforced the rationale that 
fueled the company’s devotion to generating big 
ideas that revealed its superior expertise in solving 
client challenges and the value such assets had in 
differentiating the company from its competitors.

 Dave once worked with a company that invited 10 

people not in the leadership hierarchy to its annual 
senior leadership retreat because they had pro-
posed innovative ideas. Of the 10, five had good 
ideas that were perceived to have business value, 
the rest had ideas that did not work. The good ideas 
were celebrated by the entire leadership team, a 
message that reinforced the outside-the-box think-
ing that was at the core of its thought leadership 
culture.

If you want to create 
and sustain a culture 
of thought leadership, 
you’ll need to spread 
the word far and wide 
to show the good things
 that can happen if the 
entire company gets 
behind the thought 
leadership program. 
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Thought Leadership’s Cultural Impediments

The challenges to creating a culture of thought 
leadership will vary by B2B sector. For example: 

• In tech companies, the culture typically revolves 
around solving complex technological problems 
vs. a culture of solving business problems related 
to customer value through technology. Flipping 
this around can be threatening to product man-
agers, engineers, and others who believe that a 
thought leadership culture should be based on 
engineering excellence versus marketing and 
engineering excellence.

• Manufacturers often prioritize operational 
excellence. So, a pivot to innovative products 
and services that help customers get more value 
from their products (i.e., customer centricity) can 
be unsettling (even undermining) in a culture of 
disciplined production and distribution. 

• Private equity firms that want to be seen as 
leading experts in profitable growth for certain 
types of companies (e.g., healthcare services, 
CPG manufacturers, etc.) will face challenges in 
creating a culture of thought leadership. PE val-
ues such as financial frugality and secrecy would 

have to give way to ones that prioritize learning 
from best practices (both inside and outside their 
portfolio companies) – and sharing that knowl-
edge externally.

• In high-flying venture capital – where only one 
in 10 investments significantly pay off – VCs 
that want to be viewed as thought leaders in 
their domains will have to shed certain cultural 
values and adopt new ones. Those values must 
include being vocal about technology trends as 
well as the best practices of successful VC-fund-
ed entrepreneurs (both inside and outside their 
portfolio). A meaningful thought leadership 
culture is revealed through the obsessive focus 
on the larger business challenges its portfolio 
companies face and resolve for their customers. 
It can’t be a morality play about the machinations 
of acquiring investment capital. As noted above, 
Andreessen Horowitz is an excellent example 
of a VC focused on the bigger picture of digital 
technology’s accelerated evolution and its impact 
on business – not a chapter and verse recitation 
of the exploits of the start-ups it funds.

Overcoming the Cultural Obstacles

B2B companies can overcome these challenges. In 
our work, we have identified cultural obstacles that 
undermine thought leadership culture. Once they are 
identified, they can be removed. Dave typically asks 

business leaders to pick their top three or four obstacles, 
examine their causes, and commit to removing them. 
Here are many he has discovered, organized by their 
origins, and forms of remediation: 

Emotional 

• It can’t be my way or the highway. Avoid the not 
invented here syndrome; even the smartest people 
learn from others!

• Don’t be fooled by activity mania. We like to be 
busy; our badge of honor is full calendars, even if it 
excludes thinking and results. We hide behind our 
“busy-ness” but again look beyond the whirl of busy-
work and focus on performance and competence.

• Refrain from narcissistic competitiveness. We 
like to win as individuals not teams, but remember 
thought leadership is a team sport. 

• Avoid addictive crisis jumping. When in a crisis, we 
act decisively, then we wait for the next crisis to act 
again. A strong thought leadership culture is only 
sustainable over the space-time continuum through 
idea development and execution – it doesn’t work 
if initiated as knee-jerk responses to business 
setbacks.

• Realize you can’t be all things to all people. We 
have too many priorities; each good idea gets 
energy and attention; we don’t say no; we are not 
focused on the critical few. Good is the enemy of 
great and we have to prioritize. 
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• Eschew flavor of the month thinking. A thought 
leadership culture is doomed to failure if we jump 
from asset to asset and program to program. A 
strong culture will reinforce and result in a series of 
integrated initiatives. It will deflect cynicism about 
“new” programs that add concept clutter rather 
than clarity to the expression of our problem-solv-
ing expertise as viewed from the outside-in.

• Don’t give in to “kill the messenger” genuflecting. 
No one wants to be the bearer of bad news, but 
horrible developments need to be shared and ac-
counted for. Never punish anyone for calling it like it 
is: the entire organization will only benefit. Gunny-
sacking bad news turns good thought leadership 
culture bad and toxifies the truth. 

• Avoid the “whose decision is it” syndrome. Sure, 
many organizations survive the glacial pace of de-
cision making, but you mustn’t succumb to default 
thinking that we cannot get decisions made quickly 
because we lack consensus and conviction. Break 
the inertia and stand up and be accountable for all 
that is within your bailiwick! Your organization’s 

thought leadership culture will thrive, and you will 
be rewarded for taking decisive action – particularly 
if your decisions pan out positively.

• Never embrace the stodgy “what have you done 
for me yesterday” management convention. 
After a successful change, your team will only want 
more. And your charges will be empowered to do 
more, particularly if they are judged on contextually 
relevant contributions to the challenge at hand. Cul-
ture in a thought leadership context evolves when 
everyone feels valued. 

• Don’t put on a dog and pony show. Rarely reward 
style over substance (unless there is a good reason 
to err on the side of superficiality); remember, end-
less PowerPoint presentations are no substitute for 
definitive action.

• Stay cool under pressure no matter how riled 
everyone gets up and down the food chain. Apply 
rational thinking – be data driven, pragmatic, and 
results informed. Emotional decisions typically end 
in tears.

Rational

• Beware of false positives. Encourage divergence 
and debate in an open and transparent way. Don’t 
say we agree when we don’t!

• Results rule but “show me the results at all costs” 
can be counterproductive. We like results – any-
way, anytime, anyhow. Realize that the process of 
reaching results according to our principles only 
works if we have time or can “afford” it.

• Start small and build to a crescendo.  We look 
for the mega change that will solve all problems vs. 
starting small. Remember, big ideas like business 
process reengineering didn’t come to life in one 
big bang – they took root and ripened over time as 
research revealed true business benefit and demon-
strable results that could be applied broadly.

• Avoid becoming hostage to past thought leader-
ship approaches. Don’t allow historically successful 

ideas/IP to prevent the development and adoption 
of new and better ideas.

• Stay focused, outside-in. Remain committed to 
context and stakeholder exploration to discover 
what’s next. 

• Remember the process. The thought leader solu-
tion is not as important as the process to develop 
and disseminate the solution.

• Keep it simple and do not overly complicate your 
processes. Most organizations can focus on only 
a few thought leadership initiatives at once. If you 
have a capacity problem, too many changes going 
on at once will burn out your teams and create 
stress-related changes that would be better left 
forgotten or deprioritized to a time when they can 
be more easily dealt with. 

Organizational Structure

• Eliminate caste (value-by-grade) management 
tactics. Don’t judge people by their title and rank 
rather than performance and/or competence.

• Eradicate turf-ism (i.e., my business vs. “our” busi-
ness). Don’t default to turf defense, which often 
undermines the overall organization.
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Some Parting Thoughts 

This report lays out a playbook for building a winning 
thought leadership culture from the “outside-in.” The pro-
cess starts by knowing which business problems your com-
pany wants to own and a clear understanding of how its 
collective knowledge and expertise is superior to solving 
customer challenges relative to competitors in your space. 

If your organization truly craves a thought leadership 
culture, and doesn’t know where to begin, you can start 
by answering the following questions:

1. Context: Is your thought leadership content an-
ticipating and responding to the changing business 
context and focused on activities used directly to 
open customer doors and get them to buy (i.e., tied 
to market opportunities)?

2. Commitment: Is the thought leadership budget 
largely sacrosanct – immune to who’s in charge of 
the company and its finances (CEO and CFO)?

3. Identity: Are you clear about your unique thought 
leadership identity and how it will differentiate your 
organization in the marketplace?

4. Intellectual agenda: Have you shared your thought 
leadership message with employees throughout 
the organization and with customers, investors, and 
others outside the organization?

5. Behavioral agenda: Are employees acting on and 
taking responsibility for the culture of thought  
leadership?

6. Process agenda: Are your management/HR prac-
tices (hiring, training, paying, resource allocation) 
tied to your thought leader identity?

7. Leadership agenda: Are your individual leaders and 
your overall leadership brand connected to your 
thought leader culture? 

If the answers are “no” to any one of these questions, 
your organization’s drive for building a sustainable 
thought leadership culture is not likely to stand the test 
of budget cuts and top management exits – even if your 
strategy is market driven (i.e., outside-in).

It’s never too late to begin your thought leadership 
cultural journey – even if your organization isn’t 
convinced that culture is a ticket to anything other than 
internally reflected values. Remember, like most things, 
mastery will require numerous iterations and continuous 
improvement.

Building a thought leadership culture must transcend 
marketing and be part and parcel of your strategic 
agenda. Only then will your organization be seen for 
what it aspires to be – a provider of superior expertise 
and problem-solving capabilities that stand out amid the 
clutter and chaos of today’s noisy B2B marketplace. Now 
get going acculturating thought leadership!
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